
 

 

Serial entrepreneur and scaling-up coach, David Bone, has taken small businesses and led them to become big businesses in 

Cornwall. Bringing his war wounds, accolades and achievements, David will guide you through an exploration of how you 

could grow your business, giving you the opportunity to create a sustainable map for the future. 

Along with your peers, you’ll: 

 Evaluate your business’ capacity for growth 

 Identify the right time to scale your business 

 Understand how to identify and remove barriers to growth; sales, systems, plant, money, time, people, customers, 
offerings  

 Define and mitigate current and future risks 

 Understand and focus on your business’ core competencies  

 Better understand how to optimise capacity and manage resources. 

 

 

 

Armed with a better understanding of when to scale-up, how to increase the capacity of your business and which parts of your 

business need to grow, you’ll finish the Lab with the confidence and strategy to grow. 

Plus the support from your Business Development Manager, your peers from the Lab and access to a range of resources, 

including some potential funding, will help you realise your ambitions.  

 

MANUFACTURING SCALING-UP FOR SUCCESS 

If you’re in the business of making things and need to create more capacity or greater efficiency, it’s time to optimise the 

way you work. This Lab will help you revisit your business model and create a map for scaling up. 

Scaling a manufacturing business can be daunting and bring a host of new challenges to overcome. Our Lab will help you 

get under the skin of your business, get clear on your vision and aspirations, and take a pragmatic approach to 

understanding and planning your resource requirements to meet your growth ambitions. 

With a variety of options to grow your business, we can support you to identify the best model for you, enabling you to 

tackle the challenges with confidence and seize exciting new opportunities.  

 

 

 

Participating in this Lab has helped me to not only re-shape and 

optimise the Art Eye business model but also to completely open up 

my thinking in terms of determining the most appropriate ways to 

scale the business. Jen Larkin, Art Eye 

 

 

3rd August 
31st August 

Sept TBC 
Oct TBC 


